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a serious bottleneck for media-hungry communication systems. While being so expensive and
becoming increasingly scarce, the radio spectrum is still significantly underutilized. A
recent study by the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) Spectrum Policy Task Force [1] revealed
vast temporal and geographic variations in the spectrum utilization, ranging from 15–85% in the bands
below 3 GHz, while even dramatically lower at frequenDigital Object Identifier 10.1109/MVT.2008.919405
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cies above 3 GHz. This imbalance between the spectrum scarcity and spectrum underutilization is a major
hurdle, preventing wireless communication systems
from providing high data rate services, which require a
significant amount of the radio spectrum. The confronted challenging task is how to efficiently utilize and
share the radio spectrum. Cognitive radio (CR) [2]–[16]
has therefore been proposed as a revolutionary technology that enables a CR (secondary) network to borrow the radio spectrum from an existing incumbent
(primary) network.
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received signal-to-noise-and-interference ratio
Ever since its term was coined by Joseph
(SNIR). Business-level abstraction is a key
Mitola in 1999 [2], CR has demonstrated an
element that leads to the simplification of
exceptional promise for future wireless comthe network management. It allows the
munication systems. One of the most wideadministrator to define policies in terms
ly used definitions for a CR is a radio being
of a language closer to the real-world
able to dynamically sense its surrounding
business needs rather than in terms of
environment and locate unused or underthe specific technology needed to deploy
utilized spectrum segments in a target
it. From this perspective, policy-based
spectrum pool and then adapt to the realmanagement system can be regarded as a
time conditions of its operating wireless
case of cross-layer design where the optichannels by adjusting its transmission paramization goal is given at the application layer
meters in a way that causes no harmful inter(business goals) and protocols (policies) are
ference to the primary users of the spectrum [3],
designed to accomplish this goal with best efforts.
[4]. Through the efficient utilization of the spectrum
In other words, the application layer is in control and
by exploiting the existence of unused or underutilized
other layers adapt to it.
spectrum, the CR technology is expected to greatly
Conventional policy-based management systems
improve the overall system performance without comprocannot be directly applied to a CR network. The
mising the services of the primary network. In the near
main reason is that conventional wired and wireless
future, CRs might start to operate first at two frequency
systems have independent physical layers to adapt
bands: 400–800 MHz (UHF TV bands) and 3–10 GHz [7].
to instructions from the upper layers. In contrast,
The ultimate goal of applying the CR technology is
the physical layer of a CR has an opportunistic
to establish a CR network that is capable of delivering
nature and is tightly coupled with the primary neta multitude of fixed and mobile wireless services, such
work. A conflict might arise when the CR physical
as voice, video streaming, and wireless Internet
layer wants to adapt to the application layer instrucaccess. Therefore, to guarantee the quality of service
tions and the primary network at the same time. A
(QoS) is crucial for the CR network to deliver different
solution to this is to separate the physical-layer
services according the parameters specified in the serfunctionality of CR into two parts: resource discovvice level agreement (SLA). With the dramatically
ery and adaptive transceiver. The information colincreased physical-layer flexibility and complexity,
lected by resource discovery is sent to the policy
effective QoS management of a large-scale CR network
generator at the application layer to make business
is extremely challenging. Policy-based management is
level policies. The adaptive transceiver then configa promising methodology that can provide a means to
ures its parameters based on the upper-layer
achieve this goal.
instructions. This policy-based management for CR
Policy-based management was initially proposed as an
approach to automate the management of
large-scale networks and distributed systems. Policy is defined as a set of rules to
User Interface
administer, mange, and control access to the
network resources. Policies can be designed
User Requirements
in advance [8] or created dynamically [9] to
CR Resources
Policy Generation
fulfill certain goals. Policy goals are the business objectives or desired states intended to
Business-Level Policies
be maintained by a policy system. Policies
Policy Translation
and their goals can be represented in different levels, ranging from business goals to
Technology-Level Policies
device specific configuration parameters. For
example, providing reliable multimedia
Intermediate Layers
streaming services to targeted customers
Technology-Level Policies
can be considered as a business level policy.
On the networking level, it is translated into
Adaptive Transceiver
Resource Discovery
networking policies characterized by the
availability, delay, jitter, throughput, and
CR Physical Layer
packet loss ratio. The networking policies
are further mapped to the physical-layer
policies specified in terms of bandwidth and FIGURE 1 A generic policy-based management architecture for CR networks.

Tuning
in to
Real-Time
Conditions
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WITH THE DRAMATICALLY INCREASED PHYSICALLAYER FLEXIBILITY AND COMPLEXITY, EFFECTIVE
QOS MANAGEMENT OF A LARGE-SCALE COGNITIVE
RADIO NETWORK IS EXTREMELY CHALLENGING.

lowed by the capacity analysis of a simple CR network,
given as an example of resource discovery. Finally,
some conclusions are drawn.

Spectrum Sensing

Group Control Channels

The first fundamental cognitive task of a CR is to use
spectrum sensing for determining spectral availability. Apparently, for the design, performance evaluation, and practical implementation of CR systems, it is
of paramount importance to have a reliable strategy
network is illustrated in Figure 1, which is a modified
for the spectrum holes detection. This requires that
version of [10, Figure 2].
the physical layer of CR networks should exploit all
This article aims to provide an overview of the
available degrees of freedom (time, frequency and
essential functionalities in the resource discovery
space) in order to identify modes currently available
block and discuss its impact on making business level
for transmission.
policies of a CR network. The following section
The spectrum sensing functionality in CR systems can
addresses spectrum sensing, a key component of the
be divided into two subtasks: occupancy sensing and
resource discovery block. Next, the mechanisms of
identity sensing. Occupancy sensing is to detect the
forming a CR network and sharing the public CR
spectrum occupancy in the local area and identify
resources among multiple CR users is discussed, folthe unused spectra
(white spaces free
of RF interferers)
and underutilized
Application Layer • Transport Layer •
spectra (gray spaces
Network Layer • Connectivity Layer
partially occupied
by low-power interferers). Established
Link Management
MAC
Group Management
Convergence
signal interception
Protocols
Protocols
Protocols
Sublayer
techniques, such as
Data Link Layer
energy-based detection, can be applied
to occupancy sensChannel
Data
Spectrum
Transmit Power Incumbent Profile
ing. Identity sensing
Measurement
Transmission
Scanning
Control
Detection
is used to distinPhysical Layer
guish between the
licensed usage of
spectra and the
FIGURE 2 A generic layered protocol architecture for a CR system.
opportunistic usage
of spectra by other
CR users. Such distinction is crucial in a scenario with
dense CR users. Since the licensed
Spectrum Sensing Algorithms
usage of spectra is well protected,
the public white spaces are likely to
be shared by multiple CR users in a
Energy-Based Detection
Feature-Based Detection
competitive or negotiable manner.
This subtask of identity sensing is
unique for CR systems and is perCyclostationary
Time-Domain
Frequency-Domain Matched Filter
haps more challenging.
Feature
Based Sensing
Sensing
Sensing
Spectrum sensing is best
Detection
addressed as a cross-layer design
Multitapper
Wavelet-Based
problem [7]. In the following, we
Spectral Estimation
Sensing
will first address physical-layer
sensing methods, followed by the
medium access control (MAC)
FIGURE 3 CR spectrum sensing algorithms.
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protocol design. A generic layered protocol architecture for a CR system is illustrated in Figure 2.

CONVENTIONAL POLICY-BASED MANAGEMENT

Physical-Layer Sensing Methods

SYSTEMS CANNOT BE DIRECTLY APPLIED TO
A CR NETWORK.

Several metrics can be used to evaluate the performance
of spectrum sensing algorithms. Bandwidth, resolution,
and real-time capability are the widely employed metrics. Bandwidth refers to the spectrum range that is covered by the sensing CR. A wider bandwidth leads to a
greater capacity of CR systems. Resolution is the smallest spectrum step based on which the whole bandwidth
range is quantized. Real-time capability is the time that it
takes for a CR to reliably sense the environment and then
make adaptive decisions. Due to the time variant characteristics of wireless channels, in general, the sensing
latency should not exceed the coherence time of the
channel. It is obvious that there is a tradeoff among the
above three metrics. The spectrum sensing algorithm
design is essentially to find an optimized tradeoff. The
feasibility of using different algorithms for CR spectrum
sensing has been investigated in the literature. As illustrated in Figure 3, they can roughly be classified into two
categories: energy-based detection and feature-based
detection.
Energy-based detection has been extensively used
in radiometry. It can be performed in both the time and
frequency domains. In the time domain, a bandpass filter is normally applied to the target signal in a particular frequency region, and the energy of the signal
samples (after the filter) is then measured [11]. In the
frequency domain, the simplest energy detector is
based on the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the time
domain signal [7]. There exist some other energy
detectors that are based on wavelet [12] and multitapper spectral estimation [4]. The principle of energy
detector is to evaluate the power spectral density
(PSD) of received signals in the local area and then set
thresholds, based on which white and gray spaces are
defined. The energy detector requires no prior knowledge of other systems which are operating in band.
Hence, the processing requirement is generally lower.
In addition, less time is required to achieve a reliable
sensing conclusion. A major drawback of the energybased sensing method is that it is prone to false detections, especially at low signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs).
Another drawback is that it can not distinguish
between the spectrum usage of the primary user and
that of the secondary users. These drawbacks can be
overcome by using feature-based sensing methods,
which usually take into account the correlation with
known signal patterns.
The feature-based detection assumes that a CR has
the physical-layer prior knowledge of other in-band radio
services. The information is then used for the reliable
detection. The optimal way of the feature-based detec-

tion is matched filtering, since it maximizes the received
SNR. For the matched-filtering processing, a CR should
have the entire decoding information such as the bandwidth, center frequency, modulation scheme, and baud
rate. The main advantage of a matched filter is that, due
to its coherency, it requires less time to achieve a high
processing gain and the detection error probability is
low. However, the processing requirement for the
matched filtering is high. Also, the time latency introduced by the matched filtering is relatively large since
additional channel training and tracking are needed to
decode properly. In addition, with a matched-filter detection, a CR would need a dedicated receiver for every primary user class.
A suboptimal method called cyclostationary feature
detection was proposed in [7] to solve the complexity
and latency problems of the matched filtering scheme.
Modulated signals, in general, have their built-in periodicity. This periodicity is typically introduced intentionally in the signal format so a receiver can exploit it for
the parameter estimation such as carrier phase, pulse
timing, or direction of arrival. This then can be used for
the detection of a random signal with a particular modulation type in a background of noise and other modulated signals. A common analysis of stationary random
signals is based on the autocorrelation function and
PSD. On the other hand, cyclostationary signals exhibit
correlation between widely separated spectral components due to spectral redundancy caused by periodicity. The distinctive feature of spectral redundancy
makes signal selectivity possible. With cyclostationary
feature detection, the sensing focuses on identifying
certain cyclostationary characteristics of in-band systems, rather than trying to decode and recover the
whole sequence of information using a matched filter.
The analysis shows that the cyclostationary feature
detection has advantages due to its ability to differentiate modulated signals, interference, and noise in low
SNR ratios. Such a method can reduce the processing
requirement while still maintaining a decent detection
error probability.
From this analysis, both energy-based detection and
feature-based detection have advantages and disadvantages. While the energy-based detection is more general, the feature-based detection outperforms it in
sensing reliability and sensing convergence time. The
feature-based sensing, however, is only possible when
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SPECTRUM SENSING IS BEST ADDRESSED AS A
CROSS-LAYER DESIGN PROBLEM.

the target primary user signal contains known signal
patterns. Energy-based sensing and feature-based sensing exhibit similar performance at high SNR. The energy-based sensing, however, works poorly at low SNRs,
while the feature-based sensing can achieve good performance even at low SNRs. The complementary characteristics of the energy detector and feature detector
incites us to combine these two techniques as proposed in [7]. In this case, the CR spectrum sensing
function is divided into two stages: coarse sensing and
fine sensing. Coarse sensing refers to the energy-based
detection technique. It quickly and roughly scans the
wideband spectrum and identifies some potential spectrum holes that can be used. These potential spectrum
holes are further processed in the fine sensing stage by
using a feature-based detector. Advanced signal processing techniques are then applied to manage the
interference.

Cooperative Spectrum Sensing
The performance of the physical-layer spectrum sensing
techniques is limited by the received signal strength,
which may be severely degraded due to multipath fading and shadowing. In a practical shadowing environment, cognitive users may receive drastically different
signal strengths and thus different SNRs at different
locations. One solution to this problem is to use a very
large sensing gain to account for the worst-case shadowing scenarios. A more promising solution is to allow the
sensing information to be shared among local cognitive
users so that the spectrum sensing is performed collectively rather than individually across different network
layers. The obtained physical-layer spectrum usage status is reported to the MAC layer. The MAC will then allocate the available spectrum to establish a safe CR link.

In such a scenario, cooperative sensing will reduce the
probability of interference to a primary user and consequently may alleviate the problem of detecting the primary user. In cooperative sensing we rely on the
variability of signal strengths at various locations. We
expect that a large network of CRs with sensing information exchanged between neighbors would have a better
chance of detecting the primary user if compared to
individual sensing.
One problem in cooperation is how to combine the
results of various users, which may have different sensitivities and sensing times. It may be necessary to perform
a certain form of weighted combining. The cooperation
also introduces the need for a control channel. Wideband
RF front-end tuners/filters can be shared between the
control channel and normal CR reception/transmission.
Furthermore, when multiple CR groups are active simultaneously, the control channel bandwidth needs to be
shared. With a dedicated frequency band, a carrier sense
multiple access (CSMA) scheme may be desirable. For a
spread spectrum control channel, different spreading
sequencing could be allocated to different groups of
users. In addition, to further improve the sensing reliability, the advantage of a MAC protocol that exploits cooperation among many cognitive users was investigated in [7].
A general block diagram is given in Figure 4, illustrating
the cross-layer functions relevant to spectrum sensing.

CR Networks Analysis

MAC

PHY

In this section, we will analyze how each node in a CR network should be designed and configured regarding the
network’s overall performance. Several tools are currently available for the analysis and modeling of multiuser CR
systems. In his original work, Mitola addressed that CR
networks are self-organizing, just like an ant colony [2].
This network description borrows mainly from the concepts of machine learning and artificial intelligence. The
most popular tool for analyzing CR networks is Game
Theory [4], [13]. Subsequently, we will only concentrate
on the game theoretic analysis of CR networks.
In a CR network, all the devices are capable of sensing the environment and effectively
adjusting their transmission parameters in response to the current
Sensing
Cognition
Adaption
local channel conditions and QoS
Primary User Detection:
Optimize
RF Technology for
Energy
and
Spectrum
Usage:
specifications. These transmission
Wideband Processing
Power, Bandwidth
Feature-Based
parameters include the transmisMethods
and Modulation
sion rate, transmission power, frequency, modulation scheme,
coding scheme, multiple access
method, and a route to the final
Cooperation
destination in a multihop network.
Combine Sensing Measurements and Jointly Allocate Spectrum
The choice of these parameters will
greatly influence the performance
of all the other users in the
FIGURE 4 The cross-layer functions in relevance to spectrum sensing [7].
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network. Let us take an example of the transmission
power control. If all users’ power levels are fixed, the
increase of one user’s power would increase its SINR.
However, the action of raising one user’s power will consequently increase the interference perceived by other
users. This will result in the reduction of the other
users’ SINRs and induce them to increase their own
power levels as well. There are several confronted tasks;
e.g., how to analyze such a conflict situation, what are
the conditions to make the network reach a steady
state, and what is the definition of a steady state.
As a set of mathematical tools for analyzing the
interaction of decision makers with conflicting objectives, game theory is suitable to answer the above
questions. Game theory has widely been applied to the
areas of economy and computer networking. A CR network can be regarded as a chaotic game, trying to find
the equilibrium of conflicting actions that meet the
node’s operational goals across different networking
layers for a specific environment. A game playing procedure can be used to model the interaction among a
group of users sharing a common spectrum resource.
The overall network performance, i.e., the outcome of
the game, could then be predicted using a game theoretic formulation.
A CR network can be modeled as a game as follows
[13]. The CRs in the network are considered as the decision makers in the game. The player’s action set refers to
a set of physical-layer parameters, which are allowed to
be chosen by a CR. Some of these parameters are transmission power, frequency, bandwidth, modulation, channel coding, and antenna pattern. Based on the action sets,
the game action space is then formed. Preference relations over the game action space are formed by an
exhaustive evaluation of the adaption algorithms. Objective functions are formulated by mapping the preference
relations to the real number axis so that preference
action vectors are larger than less-preferable action vectors. By using this game model, the network performance
of CR can be analyzed. It follows that the steady-state
conditions of the networks can be identified as the first
stage of network planning.

THE MOST POPULAR TOOL FOR ANALYZING CR
NETWORKS IS GAME THEORY.

bandwidth W under an interference-tolerant condition
that the average interference experienced by any primary
receivers is below a threshold I0 [14]. Such an average
received interference power constraint is reasonable
when the interfering signal is subjected to fast fading,
which is valid especially for mobile vehicular applications. Multiple CR users transmit in orthogonal time-division channels, which means that only one target CR user
is scheduled in a time slot to transmit with an allowable
power P. The distance from the target CR user to the AP
is denoted as r . Such a CR network is illustrated in
Figure 5. When the average interference power is constrained, it follows that


 
E P · hiI = P · E hiI ≤ I0

(i = 1, . . . , N),

(1)

where hiI is the gain of corresponding interference channel connecting the CR transmitter and the i th primary
receiver X i , E{·} is the statistical average operator, and
I0 is the maximum average interference power that the
primary receivers can tolerate. In [14], the derivation
was given regarding the probability density function
(PDF) fPmax (x) of the maximum allowable transmit power
Pmax as a function of N and r/R. Figure 6 shows the theoretical and simulated fPmax (x) as a function of the normalized power Pmax /Plim with r/R = 0.5 and different values
of N , where Plim is the greatest achievable power. The

XN
Xi
I

CR Network Capacity Analysis
In this section, we will discuss the capacity of a simple
CR network, where N primary users X i (i = 1, . . . , N )
and M CR users coexist and are all uniformly distributed
in a circular cell with radius R. A CR access point (AP) is
deployed at the center of the cell. Here, we will restrict
our capacity analysis to the uplink of the CR network,
where multiple CR users transmit information to the
central CR AP.
We assume that after spectrum sensing, underutilized
spectra with a total bandwidth of W are discovered. CR
transmitters are allowed to transmit signals with the
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IT IS HIGHLY EXPECTED THAT THE APPROPRIATE
COMBINATION OF POLICY-BASED MANAGEMENT
AND CR WILL LEAD FUTURE WIRELESS
COMMUNICATIONS.

results agree with the intuition that with the increase of
N, Pmax takes greater probabilities at smaller values. In
Figure 7, the PDFs fPmax (x) are shown with N = 5 and different values of r/R. The results tell us that a CR user
closer to the cell has a greater probability of transmitting in a larger transmit power. Comparing Figure 6 with
Figure 7, we can see that the PDF reacts more dramatically to the change of N . This means that compared
with r, N is a more dominant factor which impacts the
power dynamics.

max

PDF in Logarithm: log10 (fP (x))

4
Theory
Simulation
N=2
N=2
N=4
N=4
N=8
N=8
N=16
N=16

3
2
1
0
−1
−2
−3
−4

When the target CR user transmits with the maximum
power Pmax and bandwidth W to communicate with the
CR AP, the link capacity is given by

C = W log2 1 +

Pmax h A
No


,

(2)

where N0 is the corresponding noise power and h A is
the channel gain between the target CR user and the AP.
The channel gain h A is modeled as a product of three
factors: the pathloss, Log-normal shadowing, and
Rayleigh multipath fading. Taking the statistical expectation of C over Pmax and h A will give the ergodic capacity
C̄ as a function of N and r. When the cell radius R is set
to be 1,000 m to simulate a typical macrocell scenario,
theoretic and simulated results of C̄ are plotted with
I0 /N0 = 10 (Figure 8). From Figure 8, we have the following observations: 1) With a smaller number of primary users N , better spectrum efficiency is achievable at
the expense of higher power consumption; 2) given r/R,
the capacity decreases quickly with the increasing N ;
and 3) given N, the capacity decreases quickly with the
increasing r/R.
Figure 8 also tells us that the overall capability of the
CR network depends largely on the number of the primary users N. Moreover, the capability of an individual CR
user varies dramatically based on its instant location. The
application layer should be aware of such variations to
make reasonable business level policies.

Conclusion
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The regulatory agencies have been pushed by the
increasing demand for wireless ubiquitous connectivity

FIGURE 6 The PDF of Pmax in logarithm log10 (fPmax (x)) with
r/R = 0.5 and different values of N.
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FIGURE 8

The ergodic capacity of a CR-based central access network as a function of N with different values of r/R (I0 /N0 = 10).
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to be ever more aggressive in providing innovative
ways to use spectra efficiently. Driven by these new
opportunities, the future radio systems should look for
the optimized architecture, circuit, and algorithm as a
whole. In this article, we have investigated both the
unique merits and the challenging tasks of combining
policy-based management philosophy with CR technologies. Some example analysis have also been discussed. It is highly expected that the appropriate
combination of policy-based management and CR will
lead future wireless communications.
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